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Begin Your Beginning 
• Find a sweater you like. Make it one of your absolute favourites. 
Regardless of how it looks, how it fits. You may never wear it out of 
the house or you may reach for it every time the door opens! Fill in 
the space at left as to WHY YOU LIKE THIS SWEATER. There are no 
wrong answers.  

• Lay out the sweater or if you have a dress markers form place the 
sweater on that. Place each of your measuring strands from class in 
the corresponding area of the sweater. Observe the way the 
strands “fit” the sweater. This allows you to objectively “see” your 
fit. Is there a pattern? Lots of space extra from your measuring 
strands and the edged of the sweater? We call that positive ease. If 
the sweater is smaller than the strand that shows negative ease.  
Record to the left what you notice. 

• Now think through what you like or said you liked in the first step 
as it compares to observations made from the second step. In the 
final space under “Relate” objectively record what you discovered.  

•Though you may be tempted to skip this last step I encourage you 
with all my might to do this for best understanding of YOU: Repeat 
this exercise with 2 more sweaters that you are crazy about to give 
you a better picture. Why? Because oftentimes we see ourselves, 
our likes and dislikes in non-objective filters. This activity will help 
you avoid: “I love {this type of sweater}!” When in fact the three 
illustrations you showed yourself show otherwise. For a starting 
point of creating Your Best Sweater it is great to begin at Your best 
starting point: what you like! 
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DREAM IT 
your sweater | your way | your timeline
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And the results are… 
Here is an activity that on the surface may not show you all the great reasons to give it a go. Let me 
share why you should do this and then I will share what to do… 

 We so often dream inside of ourselves. We chat within our own head so many moments of the 
day. Things we love, hope and dream run in to our thoughts quickly…and out again with the same 
speed it often seems. Writing, sketching, playing or planning on paper anchors our thoughts as 
well as gives them longevity.  

In our youth we championed spending large quantities of time releasing our creativity. Not 
actually doing something like knitting, weaving, painting, building, instead we would vision cast, 
doodle, develop a gazillion ideas on paper, in sand, on chalkboards. The more we doodled our 
ideas, the more ideas we had to doodle! Now we may find we struggle with 2, 3 or 5 minutes of 
brainstorming without structure when given the opportunity. Creativity does return. Allow it 
breathing room and give it opportunity. Help it along! 

>>> Begin getting your creative mojo back by sketching out your sweaters from the last exercise. 
You love them and we want to use their awesomeness for our creative muse!  

>>> Don’t stress!  

>>> Start with one and take your time. I spend hours sketching… H  O  U  R  S… and many are not 
knitted or designed, but every single one added to my creativity.    

>>> Need a helpful start? Using your ipad or iphone, snap a photo of your sweater lying flat on a 
solid floor. Look at the photo through a black and white filter and sketch from it. You see the 
sweater differently, so you pay attention differently as you draw it. 

>>> On the next page draw all 3 sweaters. 

>>> Using a light coloured pencil shade or mark you favourite thing(s) about each.  

>>> On the last page combine these awesome traits in to one sweatee. Or two! Or three! If you 
find yourself needing to make 3 or more, congrats, your mojo has been rediscovered! Not there 
yet? Well chin up! You are on your way! And much MUCH closer than you were at the start of this 
exercise! 
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{Spare doodling page just for you!} 
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